DRAFT AGENDA OF THE SIXTH MEETING (1988)\textsuperscript{1}

The Textiles Surveillance Body will hold its seventh meeting of 1988 on 20-22 April, beginning at 10.00 a.m. in Room B. The points for discussion are as follows:

1. Adoption of the agenda
2. Draft report of the sixth meeting (TEX.SB/W/480)

Notification under Article 2:4
3. China (TEX.SB/1390)

Notifications under Article 4
4. Canada/Czechoslovakia: Bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/1442)
5. United States/Costa Rica: Bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/1454)
6. Sweden/Korea: Extension (TEX.SB/1455)
7. Sweden/Korea: Bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/1456)
8. Canada/China: Bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/1453)

General discussions
9. Overshipments
10. Aggregate and Group limits

Other business

\textsuperscript{1}Two hundred and twenty-eighth meeting overall

*English only/Anglais seulement/Ingles solamente